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GUIDE TU UP' ^,O)T CATALOGUE
Ml­ Tf ,"% Catalogue has been doolt peti to prow L1c. actof= to rc)Qj*o-
ps, ,,rcholor,iea3. dLme.noion mmouremont InfoxmIrLtion from elthor of two
startinr, points. Them two acceof^ points  1) a tect ritime,
Orlent^.tion Test) or 2) a dlmonoio.i il=(-,	 Manual Dexterity) ' 111 L
the Infomatlon flow are demom',t rated below In Flrure I.







FIGURE 1. Information Flow Provided by the Ability-Toot
Tables and Test Index
J. Socio2oycholor, ical Dimension Name
The dimensions included in the Ability-Test Tablctj are li3tud in
the Table of Contents. The tables have been organized with respect to
thef."o dimensions to allow answers to be obtained to the followlnt,
queotions,-
1. What test instruments are either known (by factor loadings) Or.
suspected (by correlations or similarities to other known
to measure a particular dimension?
2. What other dimensions do these tests also measure?
3- What- descriptors have been used by other authors for apparentl.y
analogous dimensions?
A sample Ability-Test Table is given below to illustrate the
location of answers to these questions.
1
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film, oil .)1_011 11f m.
Factor loading obtained
oil this toot for this
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If known
FIGURE 2. ,trample Ability-Test Ptble
P. Test Name
The dLmomsiomal , Lnd bibliofrnr3.ph-!.^1 Liiformation nv., t,.Ll., CL)lo Oil (11,011 tClt,
hu.,; 1)(,om or(,,,mlj.v,(,d W th(, 	 Iiil(.x	 rosj)(_,(...b UO the 1,cst Iu tille".,.,
ulph,^L-etic,,_Llly oiderott. It is L:iltLnid.,,,d Lhal, this organization will:
(1) allow reference -Lo Uhu Ability-Test '11,ables, to (Uscovor what dilll(:11.,1,1011
2
the test.,,, or oubtects, are considered to measure and (2) allow re.&I ­ ,`zc.,
Oy citation number, to the Annotated Bibliography of Vo.'IUme III ouch
Ithat the potential value and cost of a candidate test for a particulqr
oituation can be appraised ( final selection should ] of t-ourse, be Laorl
in the original documentation).
Specifically ., the test Index lists the following :information, whu'l.,
,available, for each test:
Ability dimension: the numbers, or name :Lf no number ,vto aosignod,
provide reference to the Ability-Test Tables. Uou,, Llly only cue o
the dimensions measured will be listed except in the case o"' test
batteries which were listed separately by subtest :,,'n the Tailloo.
The aboene e of a number implies the test was not entered into th,_- ,
Tables. IA this instance
	
I., direction to a similar -1 eTt ., which is
listed, is usually given.
osts: the numbers refer to citations located in the Ai notate(. , Ubliu-
graphy which give very exact cost figures.
Data: those biblLographic citwtions which provide infoamation oii the
norms ., re3iaoility data and validity data availabl( , on the -test
instrument,.
Description: c"L.t ., Ltions which present tesav, instrument description
hardware) ., t , !st content (e.g.; test length ani itc,% descrip•1 ion)
-tnd test administration procedures. Whenever poss: ,
 
tale, the cited
references giver siffficie nt detail to allow evaluat-'on of whet the
test reauireo the examinee to do and of wha ,, the aj ,proximatQ COS't
will be in torms of materials and time.
Anasures: citations which indicate what the test was considered by tho-
aiithor to me,,asure or which give data, such as fact(r loadings or
correlations, which empirically demonstrate chat tl^^ test does
measlire.
ii
,tress experimentation: those citations which report the use of this
test in a stress situation and the effect of the stress on the
test scores. Unfortunately ., a great many of the stress ar,. other
experimental researches surveyed used relatively unique rather thn.11
standard test instruments. Therefore ., several of the cited refer-
ences in this and the following category used tests either similar
in appearance to the test being indexed or disimil.,^r tests which,
appeared to tap primarily the same dimensions.
)they experimentation: citations which describe the uee of the test in
other than stress situations. Special emphasis is r:Lven here -to
those studies which demonstrated any predictive re3ationships to
performance. Key word identification has been used in both this
and the above category to facilitate search effort,.-.
,& AIr-
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Rev. Ed.	 Discovery of ps^inciples
41
^.	
_..,^ _. _ ri^ _ ^. 1
	























2^ ^ GENERAT, ^i' " ONT NG
Labels, .i^adings
	 Test	 Other Factors
MATH^P^MATTCS APTITUDFaS
,5^ ^--^.
r r r w w r r r r w r r r r r r r r w w.w r r w r r r r r r r r .n w r .. r r r r w r r r r r w r r r r w r r w r r r w r r w r w ^. .. r r r r r
i	 MATHEMA.TTCS APT',C".i'UDES
TEST R-2
r... .r ,+r ^. ,. ... ,rrrrrr wrrrrr
	 rrwrrrrr rrrrw^ rrwwrw	 rwwwwrrrrwrrrr wwrr wwrr rrrwrrw
NECESSARY AR.ITI-II^IETIC
OPERATIONS
w r r r r w r r .^ r w r r w w r r r r r r 	 r r r r r r w r w w .. .n ^ r r r r w r w r r ^ r r r r r w w r w w r r r r w r r r r w r r r r r r w w w r









































^ Originality CONSEQUENCES (REMOTE
of GUILFO''I.^' S I34.TTEF
FOR CREA`I^VE THINKING
i
Semantic redefinition 	 GESTALT TR.ANSFORMATI
i	 .......... .. ..^^.^.. ..rr^. .o .. .. .. .. .. ..^	 h..^.....^.^^.^....r..r.^r.^.. ...^.. ...^.. .. .. .. ....r.. ,
rt^`^' ^ ^F'ORD' S BATTERY FOR
`^^^^,:%^4'^.'^:VE THINKING:^,
r^°x`: x'_°^^;x PROBLEMS








	 Concept fluency .50
.,,
26 . ^^^xx ^3I LI Tx
Labels :Caoadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Semantic redefinition. 0&7FCT SYNT:^SIS






	 PLANNING AIR MANEUVERS
flexibility
Originality	 PLOT TITLES (CLEVER]
Originality	 SYMBOL PROnUC TI ON
Semantic spontaneous UTILITY TEST 	 Concept fluency l.UZF
flexil?:i.lity	
, 72
















L^,^,bels, Los.din^;s 	 Test	 Other ^'c,ctoru
Cognitive flexibility REVERSED F^EA.D^:NG Verbal abi^,ity	 . ^+^
-rigidity:	 .63
Cognitive flexibilit THING CATEGOR^S Concept fluency	 .67
-rigidity:	 .2i
Seman•^ic spont .
f7 exibili ty:	 . 36
Cognitive flexibilit GESTALT COMPLETION Speed of closure:
	 . FF6,	 . ^+^





...,....^..^.-..-.. ..--..-.. .. .^.^.^..-.. 	 ....-.....-.. ..--.. .. .^.r ^. .+-.. ..--.+.. -..-......--.^^..... .. .. ^. ^. .. ..... .. ^. ...-.. ... ^, w.^^. .^
Cognitive flexibilit RESOURCEFUL ARITHMETIC
-rigidity: .69





27 . ^YYME^OL MAN T ^'t^^ATx oN
Labels, Load3.ngs	 Test	 Other Factors
v
F R aluation of
ymbolic rela^t ions
4>
ATED W0^1^ I TEaT	 1 evaluation of syrtit^olic
classes	 ,'?^










































...ah..+r,.r.+.. .. .. «. ... .. w.. ... .. .. .. r.. .. ^.
I
`
















Syllogistic ree.sonirlg LOGICAL REASONING



















___-- ------__^_____-- _..^^__________.^________ ________,________________....__^_
R
^ Gen^.x^,l, 'Iexb^,l - TQ,	 GIB, ^.RA.L CTe,^.Sr^T,T^CA'T.TO
I
General. Verbal - TQ	 FR013T:.^M SOLVING TEST	 Gcjod vu poor ^x^oup Z^^;r^^r^
manta 3.n aurv:iva^l. ^r;^in.i.n^
GenE,ra,l Verbal - TQ
	
!'xROUT'-TNTERAC'T?TON	 D:^f^'erentT.a^e^. ^J4''^il`^E'k^li
T?TC'Z'URE-STORX 'Z'ES`T' 	 ^	 bomber crew; i.iz tx^:^:iiiit:^;
a,nd ^n comb^^,t
. ^7 Corr^:lation	 TNTETILTGENCT SC ^'
Verbal anr^	 HENMONrNELSON ^^S^T.'S

























Labe^.s ^ Loadi^s Test Ot
Verbs,l and Perforrr^nc:e WECHSLER ADULT






^ Verbal^,nd perf®rmance WECHSLER-BELLEVUE
"'
t







































rM 1WYA^t+fl4/aNrd M.0G^^AYW^.:Iln ••
3^..	 ABILITY, LOADING
A.RM-HAND S'I'EADTNESS►l.fr•
 ^1^.^!•^^.w^M^►.Y^ii.J..l^lw^'•— __ __ _ _ ^+r^.^r^ru^.w►^ri.r^....
La^aels^ Load3r,•gs ^	 Test ^	 Other F's.ctors
sw^r.rr+^'w^w^uww.o^CraT..awlJr'AS^Ir• u^1r	 wVYSt^! asvtncr:rKw^!^<iPIL':1M41r.+Si :ifaYt`nPJ[YV • 'rvr . rM'1sa►S4ruv^t^l a,wn^^.•^.
.50 (other studies: PRECISION=STEADINESS ^^
.56, .36) TEST
.36 (other study. PURSUIT CONFUSION- Control precision .0^- (other





i	 .^+0 (other study: STEADINESS A.IIviING ^
.60)
.31 ^1DINESS TEST _„
.6l (other s`tudes^ TRACK ,',T.RA.CING Fi^.ger dexterity •21 (other
.61, .50, .42)	 ^^^^ ^ ^ studies:	
.35, ,,•^-^)
^, Control precision (other
^^ ^ studies:	 . 2q)
.26 Two-HAND PUR^Si^;?;LT Multilimb coordination .32
^^"	 })
^. Rs,te Control .3't
.




-----------------------^1 --- -- ---------------,,.-----










































































. 52 (other study: .^+5a AIMING
















Aiming	 .57 (other studies::.,
<,
.63, .36)	 Finger dexterity
.30 (other studies:	 .12,	
.35)
:;
Aiming, finger and la.and
dexterity, spatial relations,
visual acuity and muscular
control.	 ^ ^	 .
----------------------------
Finger dexterity	 .3g (other
li
j?
s^'tudie s :	 . 3^+,	 . 3^+,	 .18) !^ _ ^'
Manual dexterity	 . ^-^ (othe ^^







Finger dexterity . 25 (other i -,
s'a^udle s :
	







Aiming	 .63 (other study:
.6^)
^^—.






- i 32. w"RIST-FTNGr^R SPEED
Other FactorsLabels	 Loadings Test
SINDBAD I (cont'd) Control prec.sion















. 5^+ (other study: PURSUIT AIM:CNG ZI 2'EST Finger dexterity	 . 28
. ?^8) Aiming	 .63 (other study .63) ;
P.
.+a
.1^+ (other study:	 DISCRIMINATION REACTIO Manual dexter°ity . 26 (o i,Iler
.30)	 Tn^ (PRIrr^)	 studies: .3^+, .off, ,.^.5)
Perceptual speed (other
studies : . 3 5, . l^+)
Response orientation `(other
studies: .^2, ^ 52, .^+1, . 38)
;,,
.36	 ROTARY AIMING	 Speed of arm movement . 46	 `^
f other s^^udies: . 38, . 53, .0^?




















32. ^ t^TRZST-FINGER SPEED 	
,,
J
Labels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factors
. 29 (other study:. ^+6) ^ SQUARE MARKLNG
TAPPING, PRINTED
Aiming .30 (other studies:	 ^
^`
Speed of arm movement, .31
(other study .21)











Manual ,dexterity .2^I- (other
study . 3 5)^^
Speed of arm. movement .5^-









































a 32.	 WRIST-FINGER SPEED
Labels `' Loadin s^	 g Test Other Fact ors
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR Arm-hand steadiness






































.31 (other studies: MINNESOTA RATE OF M
0 37, -36 )	 MANIPULATION-PLACING
SINDBAD I
Aiming .57 (other. studies.:
.63, .36) Wrist -finger
speed .52 (other study: .45
--------------------------------
Wri ^t-finger speed, aiming,
hand dexterity, spatial




Aiming .3 ( other studies:0' 
spatial orientation (other
studies: . 35, • 34)
Manual dexterity .32 (other





Auditory perceptual speed .'28'
------------------------ ------
Manual dexterity -32 (other
studies: -53, -38, •42,
73)	 1 1
	 i
Speed of arm movement . 36'
(other studies: -24,- - 13)
Positioning Other studies:
.43)






















.30 (other studies:	 AIMING
.12, 
-35)
SII.VDBAD I ( cont' d)
.34 (other studies:
.34, .18 ) . 39)
	 I
r .: NNESOTA. RATE OF
MANIPULATION-TURNING
33. FINGER DEXTERITY











Manual dexterity .38 (other




.53 (other studies:	 O'CONNOR FINGER	 Manual dexterity .25 (other
059, •49, •55)	 DEXTERITY TEST	 study: .50)




PENNSYLVANIA BI-MANUAL Aiming and multilimb
WORK SAMPLE	 coordination
V
.25 (other studies:	 PIN STICK TEST	 Wrist-finger speed .50
.34: .19)
----------------------- ---------------------- ------ 	 - ---------- -----
.55 (other studies: PUF:)UF, FEGBOARD-1- Manual dexterity .21 (other





-58	 (other studies; PU19,DUE PEGBOARD-




	 I	 Other FactorsLabels, Loadings
.61	 (other studies: PURDUE PEGBOARD- Manual dexterity	 .21 (other




PURSUIT AIMING I 'PEST Wrist-finger speed .52
(other study:	 .50)
Aiming .63 (other study:	 .68)^
.28 PURSUIT AIMING II Wrist-finger speed	 .54
,;ST ( other study:	 .48)
Aiming .63 ( other study:.63)
























-	 -------------------- ------`.---------------- -------------------------------^








.16 (other studies:	 SANS. ANA
.42, .46 ) 906)	 DEXTERITY




















GEE	 Manual dexterity .47 (other
STUDIES: .38, .38 )
 .28)
Aiming (other studies: -17,
•33)
Spatial orientation (other
studies: .39, —.07, .26)
TIFICATIOIT Vizualization (other studies:
.38 (final trials), .29,
.06)
Perceptual speed . 45 (otYzer
studies: .46 (fina.l),,' .43,
.47., • 53)
.rSpatial orientation .32
-(other studies: .37 (final',
•35, •16)
Verbal comprehension (other
studies: . 37, .20)
Peripheral acuity (other
study: r = -.5)
--------	 ---------------------	 ----`
Arm hand steadiness .61










r.w.r+ •^.v.u.r •vw.wuv+ti•.•u •-m•nwnrwv.^as^•sv .o •nw '
Test
+s..aw..+.w..w•rsr.s..•rnm.r•.r.: wrs.aiwc-t..ul.+^wn+tu•.^












,-.. aa+se.ct:.'+^ •ct•n • va .mr n.a;•-zw•ra:a ttl.T.tC .'r..ZYl - R. •V^.,( . test.µ ..
Finger dexterity, wrist-fin-
ger speed, aiming, spatial
relations, visual acuity,
muscular control.
Finger dexterity .31 (other
studies: .36, •37)
Aiming .37 (other studies:
.37, .40, .52)
Spatial orientation ( other
studies: .35, .40)
Spatial visualization .32




MINNESOTA RATE OF 2C--1TI Finger dexterity .39 ( other
PULATI ON -TURNING	 studies: . 34 , .3416'18)
Wrist-finger speed ,.^31
MID1,"TI ESOTA RATE OF MANI Finger dexterity .29 ( other
IQLATION - V1A.CI1NG	 studies: ,3i, .37, .36)
Positioning '43
Steed of arm movement (ogler
studies: .36, .24, -.13)
.49 (other studies:
.38, .52 ) .40, .6l)
.42 (other studies:
' •32, •53, •389 •73)




Finger dexterity .53 ( other
studies: .599 • 49, •55)
Visual feedback: ( other
study: .43)
Control precision.




















e21 (other studies;	 PURDUE PEGBOARD ASSEM- F;.nger -de"terity .55 ('other-
.32, .32)
	 BLY TASK	 studies.. ''43, .59, 035, •5t•O
Perceptual,` speed ( other
study:
.21 (other study: .63) PURDUE PEGBOARD - BOTH Finger dexterity .61 (other




1,0)els j Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
.«+....+.......^+.+^+rn.wms.c^s+oacw+rr+• 	 ,..rw.+..w.^n.+rirt 	 w:rvar.s	 •ma Tr( •rra ^xa.a^a.rrva.ar7..ra a+rar^r.w.o....v.....,....
.10 (other studies:	 DISCRIMINATION REACTION Speed of arm movement .05
.34, .ol)	 TIME	 (other studies: .46, '.03 ) -.03,
.25, .07)
Response orientation (other
studies-. .28, .53., .67., .50,
.29)
Spatial orientation (other
studies: .38, .38, .72, .52,
.37, .33, .14)
Visualization (other studies:
.16, .23, .10', •34)
t
- ---- --------------- ----------------------- --------------------------------I
CFAWFORD SK LL PARTS 	 Finger dexterity, control
Pi;'. 
"_ERITY TEST precision
BENGE HAN-DEXTERITY Finger dexterity
TEST
BALL AND PIPE TEST Speed of arm movement
.26 ( other studies: DISCRIMINATION REACTION Perceptual speed ( other




Wrist-finger speed .14 'other
study:	 .30)
.17 ( other studies: RO92ARY PURSUIT Control precision ( other
.35, -.o6) studies:	
.17,	 .35, -.06):
' Speed of arm movement .22
(.other studies;	 .47,	 .17,	 .20,
' .34,	 -.02)
.47 ( other studies: SANV, ANA FINGER Aiming ( other studies: .17,
.38 .38	 .28) DOCTERITY .33)




Spatial orientation ( other
st td.ies;	 .39,	 -.07,	 .20)









►rf.r..r•. .« +-ws.VMw •r r4•••r•..ww^'rYfY.'K^MM^.r>•.r•n•+whvn s•)Nhivt tJ.J..WJ.LTw!. •s.atri^...+	 ..a.r......^rrsv rr.. 	 _ _
1,ahels, Loadings Test ^ Ot.her Factors
..«.....—.....	 v+^^.w..v+ae`.•su-+•.xee.^.•.: v.ew...•^•ar..v:.'r^^•:.w... wa: 	 axarnsu^x •-:.r_w.c.arse•i!i-s^.-•crs.sm-rv..zrt'rJr,.-...r tr+ti a`us.•^rs+euv.t•..... ...
.27 SPATIAL ORIENTATION Spatial orientation .34




STROMBERG DEXTERITY Visualization, possibly vis-













Speed of arm movement (other
studies::	 .31,	 .21) •
•35 (other study: .24) TWO-PLATE TAPPING Speed of aria movement -.05
(other s::udy:	 . 5k)
Control precision .41
Wrist ..-finger speed ( other
study:	 . 36)
.42 (othelstudy:	 ,05) -	 -	 -	 -TEN TARGET AIMING ---p	 -	 -£; S eed of arm movement ^^----^,
CORRECTS	 (i (other studies:
	
.66,	 .7")
Aiming ( other study .31)
•4v'(other study .35)^^ TEN TARGE AIMING - Speed of arm m6vement .63
ERRORS (other studies: ),"-.35, -•70)
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR Arr^-hand steadiness





































34.	 MANUAL DE=Rs y
Labels, Loadings Test Other Facto:cr.,
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR Mirror tracing
PERFOI-MARCE TESTER Perceptual speed
(cont'd) Time sharing

























Labels, Loading,, .;	 Test	 ^	 Other Factors
ati.v.^. w^^.L10K.`-9 Lt.: L'.ev )Arw..	 .a..rw•>arTTrsL..^lf.tts.t./ti.i Y.r YCS.e.X ranciMae '.+t'Tiw. •: 11Kl C^i ^+^:YSn!i^.: iJf. ^3'^R. ^. ^.a r ll^7 a•efrrnt. .tea+.. r.
	.48	 CONTROL MOVEMENT
ESTIMATE
	.42	 KNOB POSITIONING -
" ES T1 MATE
	
----------------- - - -- ---- ----- --- -r	 -------- -- -------------------a
	





! .43 "positioning"	 r"^ , ;SOTA RATE OF MA-	 Finger dexterity .29 (other
I	 UTATION - PLACING	 studieq. .31, .37, .36)
Manual dexterity .42 ( other
studies:	 . 32 ,	 •53,	 •38,	 •73)
Sneed of arm movement ( other
s ;udies:	 .36,	 .24, -.13)
PURDUE PEGBOARD - Finger dexterity .46 (other






PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR Aran-hand  steadiness




































Labels, Loadings 	 Test
	
Other Factors




















----- -----------------	 ---- i
Numerical, ability

























Spatial visuali zati ons ( other






----	 --------	 -	 -
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
-
Spatial orientation .34 (other
study:	 .38)
Integration .30 (other study
.28)










.35, first trials KINESTHETIC COORDINA- , Mechanical experience, .first.,
(.40, final trials) TION .28












LWVTrt(I..N.►.r^,4..S^.C, t}W,u..w.n....^.J. w..	 v.i'Ir—^.rr,r
Other Factors
Control precision .45 (other




Spatial orientation .13 (othe
studies: .40, .46, .39 (.first
trials), .16, .45, .34)
Speed of arm movement .37



























^r.^	 • W,.1 ,...^YKI...,^pCV{.^SLZlt00.
.44 (other studies:	 COMPLEX COORDINATION
.43, .09 ) .22, .23	 TASK
-----------------------------------------------







-----1p—"---+------------w" - --- - - -- -----a----------ww---w--r--------








027, final trials PLANE CONTROL Control precision	 .38, final
Speed of arm movement	 . T9,
final
Mu?_^^!aim'b coordination ( other
Study:	 . 41) 
---------------------
 --------- --------
                   — -------------- 
.28 (others studies: DISCRIMINATION Speed of arm movement . 46
- 53,	 - 67)	 . 50, REACTION TIME TEST (other studies:	 .05,	 .03,
.29) -003,	 0 25,	 •07)
Manual dexterity (other
studies:	 .10,	 .34 ) 	 .01)
Spatial orientation 	 .38
(other studies .38	 .72,
•	 -37,	 .332	 .14+52,
Visualization	 .16 (other
studies:	 .23,	 .10, .34)
-----------------------
------------------------ -,----------------------------
.42	 (other studies: , DISCRIMINATION Manual dexterity (other






70 Wrist-finger speed (other













Labels, Loadings 	 Test
31	 MULTIDIMENSIONAL






Labels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factt­,-s
.39 CHOICE REACTION TIME
---------------- ------ -------------------------
------------------------------- --
.30 SIGNAL INTERPRETATION] Spatial orientation	 .45
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMPLEX REACTION Speed of aim movement,
TIME TEST Spatial orientation
.14 (other studies:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TWO HAND MATCHING Speed of arm movement 	
.37
.61, final trials) (BIM&NUAL MATCHING) Spatial orientation	
-33
(other study: .2t` 	 final
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
trials)

























































	 Test	 Other Factors
.36 (other studies: COMPLEX COORDINATION
C
Multilimb coordination (other+
• 45, • 35	 •44, TASK studies:	 . 30,	 -38)	 P
.47,	 .50^ Response orientation. (other







.39 (first trials),' .16.,
. 45,	 • 34)	 i
Speed of an-a movement 	 .09






. 38, first trials)
----------------------- --------------------- -- -------------------------------j
.38 (other study: CONTROL ADJUSTMENT, Reaction time .29





. 40 DIAL SETTING
-------[--
















MONITORING SYSTEM Perceptual speed
O'CONNOR TWEEZER Manual dexterity
DEXTERITY TEST




















































.12 (other studies: PURSUIT CONFUSION - Rate control .37 (other
. tI.B, 	 . 38) TIME-ON-TARGET Study:	 . 17) ii
i
.0^ (other study: PURSUIT CUlFUST.ON- Axnt-hand steadiness	 .36 ^^
•37) ERRORS (other study:	 -.0^-)	 "	 j
.30 (other studies: RATE CONTROL Rate control
	
.30 (other
. 2^) studies :








CRAWFORD SMA1^, .PARTS Finger dexterit^r, manual
DEXTERITY TEST dexterity











Manual dexterity - . '^ (ether
.26,	 .^9) sttudies:	 .35, 17)
Spe^;d of arm movemc u-t	 ^ .0




.17,	 . 20,	 , 3^ I-)
• TT
	 RUDDER CONTROL -	 Multilimb coordination .52
SINGLE TARGET
11
Manual dexterity .35 (other
study: . 2^+)
Speed of arm movement •-.05
( other study,: . 54)
Wrest-finger speed (other
study .36)x,
`' Arm hand steadiness .5U
.(other studies: .61 9 .619
^,
. ^^}	 i
Finger a.exterity (other	 j






















Spatial scanning 9 V:igil^.nc
.^l












 Loadings ^ '	 Test	 Other Factors
.^+8 (other studies:	 RUDDER CONTROL- 	 Multil^,mb coordination .^+8









































































•	 37. CONTROL PRECISION
_._.....e..'..^.1........w..^tb,.,J..in..,.......RO.•:^.o,... •.....,sv...^t...........v..Y,..TN.,.W^a^..... 	 - -	 - - ._.,...
Test	 ^	 Other ]'actors







Rate control .32 (ether
study; .17)




••	 Spatial vi.suali7ation .34,
final trials
I	 Response orier_ta_^Lion .61,
final trials
i
• 'AL PURSUIT TEST	 Perceptual speed .46 (other
^	 studies: .28, .50, .35)
Spatial orientation .17 (othez
studies: .22, .35)



























































- . 51 (other study
.O1)
















38. SPEED O.F' ARM MOVEMENT




..wsyfa'rGT •Q01nft . UT.M •^^A.i•.tT^^1R.I^SL:iT"^^.'iCL Y1r^.l ..CJLL'RL TTP.^:v.T ^t`1'iFN tu'raa l^^ar^w^^.
^ COMPLEX COODINATION	 Contz•ol precision .36 (other





studies: •44, .43, .0^, .22,
.2:3)
.	 Sp:^,tial orientation (other
stlzdies: .13, . 40, .^}6 (first
trials), .16, .45, .34
Visualization (other s tuc^ y :
;;	 .3f3,., first tri 'ls)




MINNESOTA RA`.I'E OF MA-	 Manual dexterity .32 (other• .
NIPULATION-PLACING	 studies; .53, .38, . ZI-^,	 3)
1 Finger dexterity .31 (othez°
studies: .37, .3u', .29)
^ Po,^itionng (other study: .43)
Co»trol precision .38, finale
Mu:Ltilimb coordinations (oti:er
study: .41)
Re:^pc^nse orient,^.tiot^ ,  .27,
fitt^.l
I	 ^1
.4^? (other• studies. --- - RA`L^ - Or MOVI^^MIlVT TESrL' ---'---------------• ------------^
.40, .4€3)	 ^
., 1^ (other .studies ; 	 JUMP VISUAL Rss.C rl'".ION	 -l;eaction :Lime .'(3 (other•
..65, .54, . 40, .54,	 TIME TE`^T	 studies .54, •73, • `,^^)
.36)
.44 (other study:' .3^) JUMP AUDITORY REACTION Re^^ction time . ^+ (other.
TIME stltdies .70, 48)
- - -	 +-- --	 -1	 -	 -- ---
•	 r7r7
PLACE CONTROL TEST













.46, .v3, -.03, .25,
.07)
T,ah,?ls, T oadings








-.ow.e....w......ic.r^.em--.—•...-^.ri_++rau.xeares.rrr'^...-rwt.nasa•.,^.a^.'+."^:-maa ^,.^sra:^:sr^.^sn..i^rt arn..vmr^... o.:..«e.n., ^.
DISCRIMINATION REACTION Manual dP..xterity .10 (other
TIME	 studies: .34, .Ol)
Response orientation (other
studies: .28, .53, .67, .50,
.29)
Spatial orientation (other
•	 studies: .38, .38, .72, .52,
.3 r , .33, .l4)
Visualization (other studies:
.16, r 23 , e10, e 34).
I°" — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
. ^-6 (other studies: ^i
^,38, ,53, .02)
.22 (other studies: 	 '^









studies: .26, .49, .60)






jSWITCH PERFORMANCE ----.. ^ Aiming---------.------------^_ 1
Wrist-finger speed .75 (other
studies: .74, .43)
Manual dexterity (ot:: pr study:
.28)
Aiming (other study .33)
Wrist-finger speed .77 (other
s ^tudy . 74)	 I
I






. 3l -( other study: .21) LARGE TAPPING TEST
28	 MEDIUM TAPPING '^^ST
_,






..72 (other s .+.udies : .66 TEN TARGET AIMT.NG - 	 ^ Ms- •^r •^ l dexterity (other




,..	 ..	 -	 f-s •	 ..	 ., ,
3$.	 SPEED OF ARM MOVEMEN`i
...r..^...-....	 ..nn..w.r.w.+ •rw+.—.•au+. r;...w.v^ r..'r..r..r.cwa^+v...+.+:..•.aw.r. ►l wi.`M^ ► M ' '— -=^uwawf'a.^—w+^3•^.	 s^.+.•w.
Imo.?^els^ ^adin^s Test Other ^^c.ctors!
-..+...--^......+^+•-.r•r..+r:wY•.t^+c:n::a•.:^na a..^r•: rwr.«^w.n.^v.•+r.sswrwre.nr::r^t.•aw.u..^r.
M
..•r^,a.:.a wa.e•.• arr-:rera.a le. rnar^cat: .^r inrt-x.:vurs^o..sa......
-.70 (other studies: TEN TARGET AIMING - Manual dexterity (other
-•35,	 .63) ERRORS studies:	 .43,	 .3^)
.37 TWO HAND MA'T'CHING (BI- Sp•^,tial orientation .33 (other•
MANUAL MATCHING) stady:	 .28 fin^^,l tri^.l5^
' Response orientation .l^
(other study:	 . ul, f. final
• t^ia.Ls.)
BALL ATdD PIPE TEST Ma^zual dexterity




















































Labels, Loadings Test ^ Other Ft^cto^•s
.30 {other study:
	
.38) COMI'I^ COORDINATION Control precision .35 (other
T.A,SK studies:	 .44,	 .47,	 .50,	 .36,
.45)
Response orientation .09, ^'^
(other studies:	 .22,	 .23,	 .44, ^^
.43)
• ^ Spatial orientation (other
studies:	 .46, .39 (first ^-
^ trials),	 .,16,	 .45,	 •34,	 •i3,
.40) ^,.
Speed of arm movement .21





















Speed of arm movement (other '' '`'










RUDDER CONTROL - TRI-
--..,,-----------------------------
Control precision .48 (other




RUDDER CONTROL-SINGI•r Control precision .44 r
TARGET
----------------
	 ---- - -	 ---------''-	 -------^^	 - -------	 ------------------a_--
• 33 (other study,	 .30) 24J0 HAND C00: DINATION Control precision .2 j (other ;^
si;udy .46)
R^^te control .3^? (other
s i,udy
 :...17)








Labels ^ Loadings Test,^ ^^^her Fac toxic
r+MMWM^EII^O.^C1Yl!Ytry+^ . ^ ^^ sw/L ^.aO^isrMY	 1:1'^I.6'ID^^.YT1<I.JaCii1'TM1-^.^^e 1KYK^a':1/i#k.YlSw^^.7C11^.•y.M1#^K:Wt'^'Al•TaVIWiOt8R11Y4.]I^tYV.r9G01.3
.31 ^ COl`1TGUR o.^ the a^I3T^T?rx Sp^i.;i.^,l orientation e26








DI3IVTNG -PIrF^.C'GI;T+".i^QCI^^ ` ^C^ps,tia'1 -ori.entation H .37









ji RE:^^.^^'1.Qn	 ti j7ie	 .^7
-
I
^RT^^ ^^^G ^!'^;'rCR?^^^VC^. j73!^'T`7.'FRY
•55 (other study .30, ^ `f'I';"''^fS?^SG
	
`TASK,	 CRT^I`ER- Movement prediction .33
final trials ^ Spatial orientation (•other









^....._.... ---_-..__.^..._	 ___....-.-^_._...____...__-__ _ __......--_-...-------°1
^T`JT^.AN P^1TE'03.^QA.l^rC^E
	
^ Response orientation J




^	 PER^,':"^PuAL, -. i^iGTGR	 ^ Air--hand steadiness
'	 P.CRF'Gi^1^xC i' r.i^S'L^R	 ^ Wrist-i'ing^r speed






Speed of ai^m movement
Position reproduction
• Movement analysis ;
Movement prediction


























Other FactoY^^7 !	 j
Numerical ability








Speed of arm movement f ^,























































^+0 . POSITION' REPRODUC TI Ol`v
Labels, Loadings
	 ^	 Test'	 Other Factors
M	 ii.O.R	 .Ylwa^^s^eC
t




•	 SPOND,	 ^	 ,
f---•------------------- ----------------------- --------------------------------^
` .30	 STICK POSI`.1i0NING,
LAT^,RAL
.38 "positioning" - e N T1URDUE PEGBOARD - - ----- -Finger dexterity .46 (other - ^





(Other studies: .31, .37, •36)
Manual dexterity .42
(Other studies: .32, .53, •38,
b73)
Speed of arm. movement
Other studies; .36, .21+,
—.13)
i

























.22 ANALOG ADDITION Control precision .31





-. 2- 1-----------------------M-UL--TI--P-LI-C-A--T -I -ON--B -Y -A------M--u-lt- .--b--y-constant ----------------
CONSTANT (ELECTRONIC) (Electronic) Specific .41
---------------------- ---





TRACKING TASK, Movement prediction 
-33



















































Control precision .52 (other
studies: .45, .44, 940, .40)
Multilimb coordination .36
( other.

























•72 .9 -58)	 I
h-----------------------^






(other Ftudies: .48, .38)
Control precision .30















.32 ( other study: .17)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TWO-HAND COORDINATION
1
















.40 	 MOTOR JUDGMENT	 Control precision .40
i----------------------- ------------ 	 ------ ----------------------.,..._------
i
37	 MULTIDIMENSIONAL'










































































PERCEPTUAL - MOTOR Arm-hand steadiness
























Rate control .30 (other
studies: .72, .58)






.73 (other studies: .54
.73, .52)
------ -----------------^
JUMP VISUAr, REACTION i
TIME TEST
Speed of arm movement .19
(other studies: .65, .54,





- - - - - - - - - - -•- - - - - - - - - - - 4 -------------------------------
 
(other studies:	 JUNE AUDI TORY
	
Speed of arm movement .44
.70, .48)	 REACTION TIME TEST	 (other study: .31)
---------------------- -----------------------












Control Precision .29 (other
study:	 .46)
.56 NO-SLIP BACK of the Kinesthetic discrimination
DRIVING PERFORMANCE • 39
BATTERY
.47 NO-SLIP FORWARD of the Response orientation 	 .26
DRIVING PERFORMANCE Multilimb coordination	 .31
BATTERY
90





























































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -














- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------
Rate Control (other studies:
.37, .17)
Control precision ( Other























..utWN• VIfLCOiZO•/f.atY"'J.'t:'l.RRY.a ^'1.tsl •w•T1faY^•u3ls u•wrw-.h:
CONTOUR of the DRIVING Multilimb coordination .31
PERFORMANCE BATTERY
	 Spatial orientation . .26
P.






Weight balance	 .25 DEEP KN BENDS -
TIME LIMIT
--------------------- --

















Spatial orientati on .46
Response orientation .26
Reaction time .56 .
Dynamic strength, legs: .25







! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NON-VISUAL of the
DRI V114G PE RFO RMANC E
T,AIT`l ERY
i






Labels ., Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
KINESTHETIC
	









AUDI TORY TES TS
	




MUSICAL	 VTALENTS,. RE T . ED .
----------------------- - 	 ------------------- -----------------` -= -----------ti
^i
	
t -	 Pitch di sc rimina ' ion	 NAVY SONAR PITCH
MEMORY TEST
VISUAL,: BRIGHIE :ESS DISCRIMINATION
BRAUNS TEI N AND WHITE
APPARATUS







47. DISCRIMrNJATt'ION AHILI 7IES












----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ ------
ARMED FORCES VISION
TESTER
---------------------- ------------------------ ---- ----------------------------	 '
SNELLEN EYE CHART














Labels ., Loa,din ;s	 Test	 Other Factors
VISUAL: COLOR PERCEPICION
DVORINE COLOR TEST





.: VISUAL:	 DEPTH PERCEP , - - ,a,	 DYNAP-IIC
HOWARD-DOHLMAN APPARA S












r'Y ----------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------_-.
BIO-PHOTOME`T'ER




























SPEED OF IDENTIFICATION Perceptual speed (other 	 i




8, .29 ., o6)
Finger dexterity ( other
studies: .33, .10)	



























.23	 CONSEQUEYCES 'TEST I	 I
• 52	 COORDINATE READING	 Numerical ability .35i,
	Spatial ,iisualization ( ? ).24
---------------------- ---------------------- --------- --------
	
------•----







SIFT-LINK INTELLECTUALVe Leal, discovery ofprincipl .>,

































(other studies: .50, .46,
.47 y .69, .37)
Mechanical experience, final
.19 (other studies: .41,
.16, .16)


















studies: .21, .32 .32)
-------------
	
--- --------------------------- m ---------------------------
.35 ( other study: .1	 DISCRIMINATION `RFAC-	 Manual dexterity-' ( other
TION TIME (PRINTED)	 studies: .26, .34, .04,
-15)
Response orientation (other






Labels ., Loadings	 Test
	
Other Factors
.35	 MAP MEMORY TEST I
	
Visualization (?) .25 	 n
( REPRODUCTION)
f










.26	 NUMERICAL OPERATIONS 	 Numerical ability .67
.22	 REPRODUCTION OF VISUAL Spatial visualization (?) 43^

























Labels, Loadings 	 Test







Spatial orientation .37, 	 j
final trials ( other
studies: .32, .35 2 .16)
Verbal. Comprehension ( other
studies: .37, .20)
Peripheral acuity (other
study: r = -. )
---------------- .---------------












- - - - - - - - - - -
Control precision .24 (other
studies: .36,,,.,-0)
Spatial orientation .17
(other studies: .22, .35)







.46 (other studies:	 VISUAL PURSUIT TEST


























I.B. PERCEPTUAL SPEED	 ^
Labe"ls^ Loadings 	 Test	 Other Fac+,ors
z
iVumerical ability 	 ^
Discover;, o^ principles
Arm-hand steadiness




















--------------^--------_ ,^--_^m _-------___ .. ___ ----_ —
PERCEP'T'UAL-MOTOR	 Arm-hand steadiness
PERFORMANCE TESTER 	 Wrist-:Finger speed
Finger ciexte city






















^ ^	 s	 -	 ^.y',^-.
SPATIAL SCANNING
Labels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factors
.55^ ,27




CHOOSING A PATH	 Spatial orientation .41
Spatial visualisation . ^^7
















FORM BOARD TEST Flexibility of closure .53
^ Spatial. visualization .4^	 4
Spatial orientation	 .42 ''
HIDDEN PATTERNS TEST Flexibility of closure .44
Spatial visualization .28





Memory span: Immedi^.te .32








































Speed of closure	 -.50, .^^6,
•55
,^








































Visual information .71 TIME SHARING TEST
( PRIN"'ED)
Visual, psycho-motor,





















































































































Spatial visualization: .^ ►-0
Spatial scanning .2^

















Auditory rl^y-1,ltm di g crinii.nati
^^8
-_µ	 Auditory perceptual speed
---------------------- -^-^----------------a-- -----------^-------------3?--__^	 -
`-	 .31	 COPYING BEHIND	 Auditory rhythm di.^crimination
.^2
^'.ad.itory percep-ival speed , 5^- ^'
	
.55	 MTJTILATED WORDS 	 Spatial vii uali y^,tion .3i.3


















_	 _	 r	 ^.	 ,-
..^----^-----^------^-^^-e------^-^







































40 ^ . 66	 HT DDEN FIGURES TE'^a T










CUBE COMPARISONS TEST 	 Spatial scanning .30
Spatial visualization .32


















51 ^ CLOSURE ABILITIES ;	 ^ ^:^
`	 F'LEXIBILIT'Y OF CLOSURE
due-nf
Labels Los,dings	 ^	 Test `^	 ^	 Other Factors
,; 'a
, ^+4	 MAP PLANNING TEST	 Spetie,l scanning .29	 ,,
Spe,tial visualizat] on .48	 • `
Speed of closure ,37	 •^
i
!	 Ans,lyt^.c , 50	 FIGURE CL.ASSIFrCATTUN	 _^
I	 II A
Analytic .^+^•	 FIGURE CLASSI^`ZCATION
II B	 -_
--------------------- 	 -^--- --- ---------- ---^- - ----- -	 ;_R
;^
`^
Imaginative ,36, .^+ COPYING
^^
_¢











Imaginative 30,	 GOTTSCHALDT FIGURES	 "`^ ,
.41	 ;-^,	
^^ ,;	 ,
Labels ' Loadings	 ,	 Test
E^F.►DDED FIGURES TEST
t
ROD AND FRAME T.ESrt
I,
_bb





















































I-Iidde n Tunes Spatial vis^.^alization	 , 28
- `,
/, '
Ax my Radio i^:ode Auditory pexceptu^^^l speed
,__	 °^ 51
'
•-----------=--- __^- - ----------------------9---- ^
Seashore Measures of -
Musical Talents ,
^,


































^ Dot Perception	 Speed of, closure
	 , 28




Copying Behind	 Speed of closure
	
^l	 ^---.
























Labels, Loadings Test Other Factory
.ter........
. 32 Dot Perception Auditory rhythm discrimin-
ation	 .58
Speed of closure	 . 28
^,




^'	 ^^'^',^ Speed of closure	 . 31















Marking Acc^}.^ acy	 Spatial visualization . 32
Manual dexter^^,ty (other
studies: .32, .28, .38, .SJ,
• 73)
Finger dexterity (other studa.e
•31, •36, •37)













.39, first trials	 COMPIEh COORDINATION
(other studies: .13, i TASK




.35 (other atl7dy: e 3^, COORDINATE MOVEMENTS
r-----^------^- -^--^---^
A 31-.- (other studies :	 DIRECTION CONTROL
•39, .24)
_o_---^--- -------..,^..._es^




Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
	








Speed of arm movement .37
(other studies: .09, ,^37,
.21, ,09, •09)
Response orientation (other




Control precision .47 (other











^^ 	 study: .34)























.;	 ---------- ----- ----



























SURFACE DEVELOPMENT Spatial visualization. 48`1
TEST Spatial scanning	 .48
FLAGS-ORIGINAL VERSIONSpatial orientation	 I
and visualization . 64,
.68, .73, .8l










.41	 CHOOSING A PATH
Labels, Loadings	 •1	 Test
Spatial relationship CALIFORNIA TEST OF
MENTAL MATURITY
• 53, .42	 j .BARD ROTATIONS TEST

















.28	 COPYING TEST	 Spatial scanning . ,,30
Flexibility of closure .61
Spatial visualization .34 	
r





Flexibility of closure .2"'
Spatial visualization . 32
--- - --	
- -- ----- ----
FORM BOARD TEST	 Spatial scanning .39








w - w - - - w - - - - - - w - - - - - - - - -
FORCED LANDINGS


























.19 (other studies: .41,
.16, .16)
perceptual speed, final .29
(other studies: .15,
.35, .15)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
.36 ( other studies:
.54 & .53 on spatia=
orientation and
visualization)





finger and hand dexterity,








-s ---- ----- -----
INSTRUMENT COMFRE-
BIWI ON TEST
54. SPAP_J T,, ORIENTATION
Labels, Lodding6	 Test	 Other Factors
.27 FOLLOWING DIREC IT OINTS Perceptue,l speed .31
Integration .27
6.
---------------: --r-- _----------w --.?	 .w------o -----.-----ww^.w ^..---------s-_---,!
.35 (other study .34)	 MA UNG ACCURACY TES9 Aiming (other studies: .52,
.37, .4o)
Finger dexterity (other
studies: f81, 36 •37)
Manual dexterity ;28 (other
studies: 32, .38, .53)
..-,.------------------- -T---------------------
	 Spatial visualization :32 -^




Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
. 26 C^ INTOUR of the Multilimb coordination io	 .33.
Dl ItI ING PERFORMANCE Kinesthetic discrimination
B^ ^`TTI^ RY .26
Jlw
4
.37 DIIVING T	 kiFORMANCE, Mult,ilimb coordination	 .36
I CHUM ON
.51 MI ZE of the DRIVING Response orientaLion	 .63
PI RFORMANCE BATTERY
.46 NCN-VISUAL of the Kinesthetic disc!,a.mination
DI; EVING PERFORMANCE .52
BA ('TERY










.30 (Initial) TRICKING 'CASK
.,
Mult:l. imb	 coord. na t,ion
p CR'i TERION . 30 (final) ,	 (01:1le rt study:
.55)
mo^ eanent g:cedict:r.on
other s t;udw r :	 33)
















Perceptual speed .36, final
(other study: .23)
Verbal comprehension ( other
studies .46, .16)
.---w-------------------------w-
Rate control .72 (other
studies:  .30, .58)
Control precision .01 ( other
studies: .30, 024)
Reaction time (other study:
.29)
---------------w------w —r--r ^—..--------------i
.17 (other study: .47 RATE CONTROL
---:.r- -----------------------
Speed of arm movement .46
(other studies: .03
°003, .25) 007, •05^
Manual dexterity (other
studies: .10 ) .34, .01)
Response orientation .28
(other studies: .53, .67,
050, .29)
ii Visualization .16 ( other



















I -----^.--r------r------- -------------------- -
.58 (other study:	 MINNESOTA SPATIAL





31, final trials	 PATTEF T COMPRE^-























.33 (other study .28,
final trials)
--_---_,.-------- -- -^
, 4. SPATIAL OPT
 !,NTATION
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
.20 ( other studies:	 SANTA. ANA FINGER	 Manual dexterity .38 ( other
-.07, .39)	 DEXTERITY	 studies: .38, .28 1 .47)
Aiming (other studies: .17,
.33)
Finger dexterity .46 (other
studies: .42, .06, .16)
----------------------- --------------- -.._.- ----.
.45	 SIGNAL I.LJTERPRETA.TIONI
--------------------------------
Response orientation .30	 j
Manual dexterity .2'1'







Perceptual speed .46, final
trials (other studies:









---- ----- -------- - - 
--7--------------------------
-
TWO HAND MATCHING	 Speed of arm movement .37
(BIMANUAL MATC11ING) 	 Response orientation .14
(other study: .61,
final trials)













Perceptual speed .46 (other
studies: .28, .50, •35)
Control precision .24 (other








.17 (other studies:	 VISUAL PURSUIT TEST
.22, 
.35) i;
w—rwrr.rrrr wr.w www------------------------------ ------------------------ -------
C OMPLEX REACTION 	 Response orientation,
TIME TEST	 Speed of arm movement

































DRI III NG PERFORMANCE
BATTERY
1RJMAN PERFO'34A.NCE	 Response orientation,



















(other studies: .36, .45,
.35, .44, .50)
Multilimb coordination
(other studies: .30, .38)
Spatial orientation .39,
first 5 trials only
(other studies: 13, .40,
.46, .16, .45, .34)
Speed of arm movement .37





















































Labels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factors
.09	 GENERAL, MECHANICS 	 Mechanical experience .64
(other studies .06, 	 TEST	 (other studies: .62,


















i Spatial orientation .58
Perceptual speed .3( , , :final
(other studies: .23)


















Flexibility of closure .53
Spatial orientation .42
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 i
Spatial scanning .51
'Flexibility of closure .44 i
--------------------- ----------






























— — — — — — — — — — — 
------------  •









55.  SPATIA.L VISUALIZATION





















Speed of closure .28




















- - - - - - - - - - ------  - - -- - --




Flexibility of closure .44











Visualization (?) .39	 MEMORY FOR RELATTONS
TEST
















55 • SPATIAL VISUALIZATION

















REPRODUCTION OF VISUAL PErceptual speed. .22
DESIGNS TEST	 Visual memory (?) .55























Labels ., Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
FLAGS: A TEST OF
SPACE THINKING
.28
	 HIDDEN TUNES	 Auditory rhythm discriminatio
.62
------------------ --- - - ------------- - ------------------------------
.66	 CONCEALED FIGURES	 Auditory perceptual speed .31
------------------------------------ L ------------- ------------------------------




.32	 MARKING ACCURACY TES9 Auditory perceptual speed .28
Manual dexterity ( other
studies: .32, .28, .38, .:53
•73)
Finger dexterity (other
studies	 .31, .36` , .37)'









Speed of closure .49, 46
Flexibility .40
.47
	 CHOOSING A PATH	 Spatial scanning .27
B:
130
55. 	 SPATIAL VI SUALI ZA.TI ON
Test Other Factor:,
DISCRIMINATION Speed of arm movoiiient	 .4





Response orientation .28,	 .67,
.50,	 .29)
Spatial orientation	 .38
(other studies:	 .38,	 .72,
•52,	 •37,	 •33,	 •14)
------------------------------------ ^=---------------
SPEED OF Finger dexterity	 ( other
IDENTIFICATION studies:	 .33,	 .10)
Perceptual speed 	 .46, final
(other studies:	 . 113, .45,
• 47,	 • 53)
Spatial orientation	 .37 fina -











STROMBERG DEXTERITY Manual dexterity,
Possibly visual acuity and
nonverbal IQ.






















423, .10, . 34)
wry
55. SPATI,A.L VISUALIZATION
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
















































Memory span: immediate ,.64
-------------------------------
Visual memory (?) .31
Verbal knowledge .51
----------- ----------------
Visual memo ry (?) .21
35
Doublet nonsense -













TEST I ( UNRELATED
WORDS)
MEMORY FOR WORDS











Doublet - nonsense -
syllable paired associates
.35





.27	 NUMBER SPAN T.E'ST I 	 Memory span: immediate .57
(AUDITORY)
	
Visual memory (?) . 21
.26	 I
----------------















- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
	
.21


































































MEMORY FOR IDEAS TEST
	



























•97	 AUDITORY NUMBER SPAN
TEST
------------------- - -------------- ------------
 --------------------------------
DIGIT SPAIT of the WAIS Stress responsivity
`	 -.'IT SPAN -
L 	
VISUAL
- --------------- - ------  ------------------- - --
I ------- --------------- ---------
.66	 LETTER SPAN TEST I
( VISUAL)




LETTER SPAN TEST II 	 Associate memory: cote .33( AUDI TORY )




.41	 MEMORY FOR INS`IRUCTI
TEST
r----------------------- ------------------------------
NUMBER SPAN TEST I	 Associate memory: rote .27















59 NUMER SPAN TEST II( VISUAL)
Associate memory:
rote .26








Auditory memory (?) .28
Spatial scanning .71
















































MAP MEMORY TEST II
(VERBAL RECALL)













.28	 t MEMORY FOR RELATIONS 	 Numerical ability .26
TEST	 Spatial visualization (?).39
---------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ---------------
	
.25	 MEMORY FOR WORDS 	 Associate memory:









NUMBER SPAN TEST I	 Associate memory: rote .217




.26	 RECOGNITION TEST III0	 Associate memory:
( FIGURES)	 meating:ful .21
Spatial visualization (?).28
	
-55	 REPRODUCTION OF VISUAL Perceptual speed .,,12
DESIGNS TEST	 Spal ial visualization (?) . 43












Labels ., Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors





.32	 MEMORY FOR LIMERICKS	 Associate memory:
TEST	 meaningful. .48
-------------------- ----- ------------ m ------ -------
.28	 SENMITCE SPAN TEST	 Verbal knowledge 
.38














































ARKY GROUP COMPOSITION	 Strength of interaction,
BATTERY	 Conformity and/or control
reaction,





62. GROUP COMPOSITION:	 i
COMPATIBILITY	 i
Labels ., Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors	 j
I
i
Homogeneous with 	 FIRO-B	 Leadership,
respect to personal	 Closeness of inters-.ctions,
vs. counter-personal	 Conformity and/or control
interaction behavior	 reaction
Amount of interaction 	 j
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
Pair-counterpairing,	 ' jP COMPATIBILITY 	 Closeness of interaction,
dependency-counter-	 TEST	 Agression reaction,








--..--- --------------- --------------------- -----------------------------
i


























BEHAVIOR SCALE 	 Aggression reactiooi:
Conformity and/or control 	 r
reaction
j	 Desired level of output












Q2, C, H, 0, Q3, Q4
---------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------- ----
Problem solving	 SIX'T'EEN PERSONALITY
FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:

























...................... I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- I - - --------------------------
ASSUMED SIMILARITY	 Similarity,, perceived
MEASURES
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I ------------------------------------------------------















La,bels, Loadings 	 Test
	








correlation with INVENTORY: SUPERVISORY




 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -













































Friendly cyclothymia	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
vs. Taciturn, schizo 	 FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:
thymia	 FACTOR A
------------------------------
Independent self-	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
	












65- CLOSENESS OF INTERACTIONS
Labels, Loadings	 Test












Desired type of output
Socially active	 GZTS:: SOMBILITY
SCALE




Sociability	 BORGA.TTA' S GROUP
PERSONALITY TEST
----------------------- -----------------------------
Aloof sophistication 	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:
FACTOR N
Sociable	 THURSTONE TEMPERAMENT	 Strength of interaction
SCHEDULE	 Self control reaction
Desired level of output
154
lEIS. CLOSENESS OF INTLRA.CTIONa
i
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Sociability	 BEHAVIORAL SELF-	 Strength of interaction
RkTING FORM	 Emotionality, sens-1.tivity
of reaction
Desired type of output
Interaction-	 THE ORIENTATION	 Amount of interact::.on;
Orientation	 INVENTORY	 Subjectivity, objectivity 	 f
reaction;
Desired type of ou' put
---------------------- -----------------•------ ------------
I
Sociability	 CALIFORNIA. PSYCHOLOGMM Amount of interact-: on;
INVENTORY	 Conformity and/or control
reaction;
Flexibility, rigid .ty reaction;
Self control react: on
R




























Desired level of output;
Self control reaction
-------------------------





































	 ALIFORNIA TEST OF






















66. AMOUNT OF INTERACTIONS
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Affiliation need	 EDWARDS PERSONAL	 Group compatibility,
PREFERENCE SCHEDULE 	 Closeness of interaction,
Conformity and/or control
reaction,
Desired level of output
Socialization	 ^ALIFORNIA	 Closeness of interactions;












BORGATTA'S GROUP Closeness of interactions;
PERSONALITY TEST Emotionality, sensitivity of
reaction;





BATTERY Conformity and/or control
reaction
Desired level of output
Adjustment potential.
THURSTONE TEMPERAMENT Closeness of interactions
	 i
SCHEDULE Self control reaction


























Disapproval of certai GROUP COMPATIBILITY
authority symbols	 TEST: COUNTER-
DEPENDENCY SCALE
- - - - - - - - - -• - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Bohemian symbolic	 SIXTEEN FACTOR
aggressiveness	 PERSONUITY QUESTIO	 Rls:
FACTOR M
----------------- --- ------------------------------------------------------ i
1
Fight	 REACTIONS TO GROUP	 Closeness of interactions,
SITUATIONS TEST
	




High toleration	 GZTS: FRIENDLINESS 	 Conformity and/or




























Desired. level of o t ,tput















Inhibition,	 0 R TE C T I V E- AN A .L Y' I rI C








Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Dominance,	 EDWARDS PERSONAL 	 Group compatibility,
Deference, Autonomy	 PREFERENCE SCHEDULE 	 Closeness of interactions,
Amount of interaction,
Desired level of ouput




Task vs. Group	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
Orientation, Lack of 	 FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:





CALIFORNIA TEST	 Amount of interaction
OF PERSONALITY
























09 ' CONTROL REACTION
Lc:bels, Loadings	 Test
	 Other Factors
Resistance of	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
social pressures	 FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:
FACTOR Q3
-------------------•-- ------------------------ -----------------------------
ARIY GROUP	 Group compatibility
COMPOSITION BATTERY Strength of interaction














Other FactorsLabels, Loadings 	 Te st
Domination accepting, GZTS: FRIENDLINESS
	
Agression reaction
urge to please	 SCALE
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	















Desired level of output	



















Ab s ra ctne s s	 MACHIAVEL]GIAN SCALE
vs. Integrative
complexity
Abstractness ,,rs.	 I ASCENDENCE-SUBMISSION
Integrative complexity SCALE
----------------------F'-----------•------------4------------------------------
Dependency adjustment I SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR I Sleep adjustment,
interpersonal relations
----------------------------------------------- t - ------------------------------
Ego stren,th	 BARRON'S EGO-STRENCTTH	 Emotionality,



















----------------------- ----------------------- ----------- -------------------










Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Broad or narrow	 CATEGORY WIDTH
categorization





--------------------- ----- ------------------ -------------------------------
CALIFORNIA F`SCALE
--------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------






71. SELF CONTROL REACTION
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Impulsive	 THURSTONE TEMPERAMENT 	 Closeness of interactions
SCHEDULE	 Strength of interaction
Desired level of output
Self-seniment control OBJECTIVE-ANALYTIC 	 Conformity and/or control
PERSONALITY TEST 	 reaction
11--MERY	 Emotionality, sensitivity
of reaction
Desired level of output







Restraint, deliberate 	 RESTRAINT
seriousness	 SCALE
1
Inhibition of 	 GZTS: MASCULINITY	 Desired type of output
emotional expression	 SCALE
i










Labels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factors
Ii
i





Worrying, suspicious ( STXTEEN PERSONALITY
anxiety vs.	 ,ACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:
Trustfulness	 FACTOR 0
---------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------------^
Ob,jectivit-y; less	 GZTS: OBJECTIVITY
egoism, sensitiveness 	 SCALE
and suspiciousness
I
Self-orientation	 THE ORIENTATION	 Closeness of interaction,
INVENTORY	 Amount of interaction,
Desired type of output










73 ° SENSITIVITY REACTION
Other FactorsLabels, Loadings 	 Test
Stress responsitivity 	 BREATH HOLDING TIME-
GSR RANGE
173
Closeness of inte m2tionti, i
Strength of interaction,














Desired level of ou L-put
Desired type of oui put 	 3
I
-------------------------------












Labels ) Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
Stress responsitivity STRESS-GSR RANGE 	 Adjustment potential
.267	 SELF-REPORTED MOTI-
VATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE
-----------------------  •- ------------------ --------- --------------------
PRESSURE CHAMBER
EXPERIENCE
DIGIT SPAN TEST	 Memory span: immediate
-----------------------+-----------------------"4-------------------------------


















Performance stability 	 VERBAL-NUMBERICAL TEST 	 Verbal and Numerico l
abilities
COLD PRESSOR TEST

















Emotional maturity vs4 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY
General neuroticism I FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE:













MPI Amount of interaction.























,RATING FORM Strength of interaction




























Manifest anxiety	 TAYLOR MANIFEST
ANXIETY SCALE
------------ ---------4------------------------F--------------------------------
Anxiety and stressI WORRYING SCALE
lability
---- 
 ------------------- i ------------------------ r------------------------------
	







State and trait	 STATE-TRAIT
anxiety	 ANXIETY INVENTORY
	




-- ---------- ­ ------------------- mm------------------------
	




'	 ^ ^...	 .










Desired type of output
Labels, Loadings	 Test









































A.0, Y GROUP COMPOSITION 	 Group compatibilit,.-
BATTERY	 Strength of interaction 	 !	 fit
Conformity and/or control
reaction









Level of aspiration	 HOSTILE PRESS SYSTEM
	
Emotionality, sens:i.Livity




74. DESIRED LEVEL OF OUTPUT
Test	 I	 Other Factors
y
Achievem nt need	 EbWARDS PERSONAL 	 Group compatibility,
PEW HENCE SCHEDULE	 Closeness of interactions,
r	
Amount of interaction,	 1
Conformity and/or control
reaction
Desired level of ou,.gput
Strong drive, energy	 ,TS: GENERAL
and rapid activity 	 ACTIVITY SCALE
pace
Persistance	 PERSISTA E, TEST
----- ---------------------------------------- ------------- ----------------- i
Attitude	 ATTITUDE SCALE
----------------------- 
6 ------------------------ 4 -----------------------------








Exp , !rimental intel-






75. DESIRED TYPE OF OUTPU T
r—
L-1 bels, Loadings 	 Test	 Other Factors
Con:'ormity and/or ,,Dntrol
reaction
Selw control rea an
Emotionality, se:.s-,i. tivity of
reaction





Tender minled sensitiv Y
vs. Hard headed	 SIXTEEN PERSONALITY





Self control reach, )n
1
Closeness of intera ttion;	 {
Amount of interacti.)n;
Subjectivity, ob j ec ivity	 I
reaction	 r
"Ham.-boiled "y	 GZTS: MASCULINITY
mas-uline interests	 SCALE
and activities














75• DESIRED TYPE OF OUTPUT
Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors








































75 . DESIRED TYPE OF OUTPOT










 - - ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
Value s YLUCMORN 
VALUE
ORIENTATION
------------- ---- -- ---- ------------------------ -------- --- ------- ----------------
Car, !fulness COUNTING ACCURACY
---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
Orderliness BEHAVIOR SCALE Leadership
Aggression roactioi^
Conformity aiid/or c )nGrol
reaction
-----------------------------------------
Desired level of output




.0 ^ 1 9 1 W	 . . . . . .




ADJUSTMENT POTENT1 L,	 r
OPTIMAL: L IKITED
































---------------- M -----7------------- 11 ------------------
RAY GROUP COMPOSIT.r. 	 Group compatibility
kTTERY










Labels, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factors
GROUP TASKS
































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 71 --------n----------------I------
Experience .26	 CONTROL AWUSTMENT	 Control precision 38
(other study; .46)
Reaction time .29
---------.^., .,--------- R--RA	 -------r N!-..-l^RR R.. f-R-Rrn---!'1 }R-n-.^
Comprehension	 TEST OF MECIiANICAL
COMPRERENSION
f--- rP w nt -- R -.t RRRlu ^1R.-.-.. _..,!!	 ^'t ^R RT!1!!7--------------Red-rf'---!"rr.--R-R'!'1
MECHAIQICAI, INFORMATTO

















Response oriontat 'lo'l .36
Elpatial orielltat' i^ol-1 .29




Spw • ; al V:Loual^ zatl(-'n .01,)-
(otber f3tudl.er -	 Ot)^
.38)
m ---- "--m ---- WI-M ---------------
Spa tlal orientati.oxi, flinal 	 1
.49, (other t3t.ltdieo-,
	
450 1 446	 o4r(, -q69,,
-37)












aN	 f9pat^41 ot , !.entat,on .3,RTEST	
Vi pua-1.1-zatiorl .38




TEST	 (otber. ntuAje p ., -4s .4
(other Pt"udy'; , 43)
189
-----------------------
.30 ( other study; .2F
----- ----.,--1--- -----I----}{


















.40 (other study; .44'^
I
--I----------.-------.----- ----1--------------
COORDINATE MOVF,MMTS 	 Spatial Orientation .36













Perceptual speed .35 ( other
studies: .46, .28, . ^O)
Control Precision (other
studies; .24, .36, .20)
Spatial Orientation. 35
(other studies: .17, .22)








-.- .-	 --.- 
--------------- I ------------- ---- --- -- -------------- -------------.
i
NEARFIR POINT TEST























Flexibility of close re
Spatial orientation
Spatial visuali ati( -.1
Rote memory
Immediate memory : p,­ i






Labelsp Loadings	 Test	 Uther leactoro
TIME 
ESTIMATION:
151 90 ^ 180 and 300
SECONDS
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




















































































. 57 (ogler studies: . 63;
.36)
AIP'TNG
—1°--------------------W—. r—rrwse s.r-+wiw+.+!.+rrrrw__.d w._ro
"AIMING" TEST





Wrist-finger opeea .52 (othc,,.,
study: .4,;)




Finger and hand dex+erity,
visual acuitz. and muscular
control, spaldal •e l.ations,
aiming and wrist- `' .; Jer speed
------------------------_ -------------------- -_ - _—__------__----------- - ----
.52 ( other studies: 	 - MArMNG ACCURACY 'F EST - Manual dexterity .2^ ( other
.37, .40)	 studies: .32,	 3 1
 .53,
.'(3)
Spat.1 al oriei,tation ( other
tudies: •35, •: +)





Spat al 3isu- lizabi.c , t1 .32
Audi .ory perc, eptu , Ll speed. .'.
 
--------------------_ -.--------
PENNSYLVANIAA BI-	 Finger dexte ^ ^ity anr. Multi"
WORK SAMPLE	 limb coordinLation
- .63 (o Lher stuay: - .E ,8T --PURSUIT-AIMING I TTEST
199
Wrist.-finger speed .52 ( other
c study: .50)
F ingor dexte r- i.ty .2',
rLabels, Loadings Test Othex' Fact-io o
.63 ( other study: . 63) 1AMUIT AIM114G Tl  ae Q .54 ( other 4I
TEST tu
M rrwrr rrwYrM rwiwr ra.r w«.rt.e
.38 (other study: .22
P rwrw Mr MFl s+r rI^lr -----------
ROTARY AIMING
M.IMMM1'v wdRAbC«fC,J Ri 4a tJCCt^CJbfAW/1 s4r WMlMiM /^W















Manual dext(,, ra. •^y .28	 (other
. 17) NE CEM J.J. st1Yf. i ew :
	
. 38 o	 o 38 y
	
o 47)
E4:nger cie terl..ty .06 ( other
otud e : .46, .42, a6)
? Spatial or:iwxr	 t:ison (other









Wrist-fin ;er speed. .29
jr
u
• 31 .9	 • 1(
ry 1
'3 	 • 55) ( otla.or study:	 .46)
ris rrrw rrrrr rrrwwMr MrrrrrwMrwrwr—r rww Mr rM--r wrr rr
LARGE TAPPING TEST

















r rrrrrrrrr rr rrrrrwrrrr rrrrrwrwrrrrrrrwrlrrrc: t
------------------------------ --
SWITCH PERFORMANCE; Speed of arm movement
f	 , 200
.^F	 ..	 ._ Wiioiwai
-ATI,:ING
Labela, Loadings	 Test	 Other Factoro
TEN TARGEU AITaNG -	 Spe(-fl of am. movemul.t
COMIC1 ,10	(other c udicv: .66., .50)
Manva,', dente ity (other
xudlec: •05, .4,1)
5vo
-----------------------	 -I --------- --- * ---------------IPRACIITG	 T	 Pool Ion e0t	 .27.3'	 1
- --- ------------------------------------------------- I ------ I -------------------
PEI - :TF,')	 Wriv. -ft., -gev '-pe,
201
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